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Abstract
The current digitalized world has emerged with the advances of big data, such as online 
learning, business, marketing, etc. So reviewing the customer opinion in each field is more 
critical in enabling smart services. Several neural models are implemented diversely to 
characterize the customer opinion from the gained review of the user or customer. But, 
those models have met some di!culties detecting the aspect terms and sentiment values. 
So, this proposed article has planned to design a novel Strawberry Deep Belief Neural 
Mechanism (SDBNM) to classify the aspect and sentiment values from the trained data-
sets. In addition, to evaluate the performance of the designed approach, three datasets are 
adopted: product, trip review, and Twitter data. Initially, after the data training process, 
the error is extracted from the database in the preprocessing model of SDBNM. Hereafter, 
the error-free data is imported to the dense frame of the SDBNM to specify the aspect 
terms and sentiment values. At last, the parameters are estimated and compared with old 
approaches and have earned the best results for classification rate.
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1 Introduction

The Sentiment classification is called opinion specification and opinion mining [1]. The 
sentiment value of the sentence is classified into three types of components such as nega-
tive, positive, and neutral [2]. The negative polarity sentence has been identified based on 
negative terms such as ugly, poor, fool, etc. [3]. Positive polarity sentences were identified 
by the following terms: good, nice, fine, etc. [4, 5]. In addition, a neutral polarity sentence 
is detected that the sentence cannot match with positive and negative aspect terms. It is 
called a neutral sentence [6]. Several Machine learning (ML) or Deep learning (DL) meth-
ods are developed to analyze sentiment classification [7]. Also, additional embedded senti-
ment features were incorporated along with the intelligent neural models for examining the 
client surveys [8]. Perusing each audit and dissecting them can overpower the clients [9]. 
Moreover, NLP, assumption or opinion or feeling esteem assessment is the key worldview 
to approve the feeling of every review [10, 11].

The customer reviews about the product are more helpful for the online business for 
improving product quality and services [12]. Here, the custom reviews are based on senti-
ments [13]. In web-based advertising, every single item audit is more significant, depend-
ing on the item surveys [14]. The purchaser frequently investigates the item audits before 
purchasing the specific item [15].

On the other hand, to boost the feeling arrangement exactness, an advancement system 
is carried out using the ML models [16]. Mainly, sentiment analysis is introduced to deal 
with the big data in Wright direction based on the customer’s opinion, described in Fig."1. 
Moreover, general sentiment classification is the notable strategy for choice-making in 
human culture [17]. Surveying and analyzing the business sites are di#erent instances pro-
cessed by various data analysis statistics [18]. Considering the recent decade, the advance-
ment of online business and microblogs has empowered individuals to share their thoughts 

Fig. 1  Analysis of sentiment values in big data


